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the results of
interactive discussions on
among members
abstracts are intended also to
valuable feedback to
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second rel.atl()llShlP let a = b = 1 in (1) to obtain

+
= vn+wn ·

'8
r

).

what type of digital filter do you use on your data?
"I use a recursive Butterworth". Is this a causal LTI FIR
or IIR filter? "You should know that all recursive filters
are IIR and I don't know what causal LTI means;
this filter does seem to work
well for removing noise
in my
"
not use a noncausal FIR smoother on
your data? "IIR filters are fast, available in many signal
processing· packages and
does smooth the
so
why should~ use an FIR?"
we had better
take a little closer look at digital filtering.
We
always
some sort of digital filtering to
even when analog or digital filters are
included in the measurement equipment. There are many
types of digital filters and forms of implementation (e.g.
physical realizations).
we will consider only the
for causaljnoncausal, linear time-invariant
the two classes: FIR (finite impulse response) and IIR
finite
response). Both classes are
to extract
that
of a measured signal which we are most interor attenuation of the unwanted. Filested in
tering and smoothing are often used QUr~Ar'"U1'1YlAl'Q!''''
the context of
stated,
refers to using the past and
(current) measurements to estimate the present measurement,
while
uses the
present and future to estimate the present measurement.
there are different
types of smoothing (see a textbook which discusses Kalman
filtering and smoothing). So what would you call filters
which discard the past and are based on only the present
and future measurements,
"Sheer folly, of course!"
First let's examine the "L" of LTI.
A linear system is one that satisfies the superposition
ciple. That is, a system H is linear if and only if

f

+

(1)

for any
sequences Xn , Yn and constants a, b. We can
break this down into two separate relations which are often
used for the definition of a linear operator.
that
b 0,
(1) reduces to

and further if we define

This is
the
for obvious reasons.
look at the difference
For the more adventurous you
between an affine
and a linear
Now for
the "TI" of LTL A system H is called time-invariant if its
transformation (or
do not
with time. More
effects died
out) system
Xn

H
---7

Vn and Xn-k

Vn-k

for every
Xn and every time shift (lag) k. These
definitions also suggest a
for
LTI
(try it on one of your
processing step). A causal system produces an
that is dependent on
current
and past
and
can also be
thought of as a condition of
for a digital filter. Before going any further let's stop, take a breath,
and look at a
to better understand these
rather abstract definitions. Assume that we have a data
{xn' n = 0,1, ... , N of unilo:rmly
samples (fixed
rate) and
1
.
Yn = '3(X n -l + Xn + xn+d, n = 0,1, ... ,N - 1
(2)
to the data sequence - a
smoother.
because of the term X n +1 which is a
smoothed
in the future with respect to the value
at
because a "window" which
~-san:lpll~S moves
over the data sequence and
(at the center of the
comes from the
average of these
(weight of 1/3 for each
in
the
"But what about Yo and YN -I?" Good question
There are two ways of dealing with this nrr\hl~>Tn'
1) output only {Y1,Y2,'" , YN-2}, Le., throwaway the first
and last
and obtain (N 2) extend (extrapolate) the data on both ends
X-I, X N) and obtain N -smoothed
in both
cases (2) is a noncausal transformation since the output at
any sample
on a
in the future and it
is not
realizable (using
electronic components). It is also
since (2) satisfies the SU1)eI'posltLon
this for yourself) and the Well2"h1t;s
do not
with time. It can also be shown
that this is a
with
the
output is not time-shifted with respect to the
most
safe to assume
smoothers
causal digital filters and will have zero-phase shift since the
weights used are usually symmetrical with respect to the
center of the window. There is another form of smooththat can
shift with causal filters.
;:'U'PDl:)se we
Yn

1
'2(X n -l

+ x n ),

n = 0,1, ... ,N - 1

to
data sequence ITA"I'n,,;,rrl
and then run the same
filter over the data in reverse order
pass).

one could run the filter backward over the
forward
filtered data or backward over the unfiltered data and then
combine the forward and backward results (e.g. average
forward-backward
these two different methods and compare the results. Forward-backward
is
used for data smoothing in
and can also give
shift.
is noncausal
even
we are using causal
filters. The catch is that our backward pass is nonand future
causal, since we are
using the
values - so
you
reconsider your earlier answer
"Sheer
you might find it interesting
to know that some time series are time irreversible! That
the
characteristics of these time series are not
the same when time is reversed.
HH'GJ.JJ..J.F,

algofor Causal LTI digital
ODen1te on an
data sequence of xn's to
produce an output sequence of Yn's are now given (it can
be instructive to compare these
to those used in
COIlvolut:ion . The IIR
is defined

Yn

=

CkXn-k

+

k=O

bkYn-k
k=l

and uses linear feedback to combine the weighted sum over
the history of the
(the first sum) with the weighted
sum over the
of the output (the second sum). The
FIR algorithm is
a feedback
the bk'S
are all zero,
Yn

=

CkXn-k·

(3)

k=O

The terms "finite impulse response" and "infinite impulse
response" refer to the duration of the response to an impulsive
The FIR's response will go to zero in finite
while the IIR's response, sustained by
win
continue forever (albeit, it can decay exponentially
The term recursive comes from the feedback part in
filter; i.e., the outputs depend on previous outputs. Suppose we
all of the weights (Ck 's) to be equal to 1/q in
(3), then

1

Yn

=-

q

Xn-k
k=O

is just the moving-average of the present and (q -1 )-past inputs and is
nonrecursive.
this can be rewritten
as,
1

Yn

= Yn-l + -(x
n
q

-

which is easy to derive
it). The point is that we have
cn,:tn.e~ed. a nonrecursive FIR into a recursive FIR. In
every FIR filter can be realized both nonrecursively and
to
and to your answer
all recursive filters are not HR.
FIR and
IIR distinguish between two
of LTl systems while,

are a
this seems reasonable
of
systems reveals that the feedback mechanism in IIRs can
cause several problems which are not present in FIRs. One
of the most recent findings comes from the area of nonlinear
(see the journal - Physica D) where it has been
shown both theoretically and experimentally that IIRs can
change the embedding dimension of a time series cOllta,injng
chaos; that's right, IIRs can alter the underlying dynamics!
On the other hand, it was also shown that FHls do not
change the embedding dimension. In addition, IIRs when
2) lack
compared to FIRs suffer from: 1) nonlinear
of fiexibili ty in meeting special amplitude response requirements, and 3)
in all fairness
IIR filters are relatively easy to design using analog filter
techniques, are of low complexity (fewer coefficients than
FIR for the same
of filtering which mean faster execution), and can be stabilized using good design techniques.
Although, the algorithms for IIRs and FIRs are relatively
easy to implement in software, the determination of their
welgllltmlg coefficients for a given output requirement can be
quite difficult to
You may also notice QB that
FIR filters are close relatives
MA time-series
models- indeed this should. come as nQ surprise since MA
means moving-average and AR autoregressive (recursive).
rhT1rl<:>l'Yllr>

Of course, I have barely scratched the surface of digital filtering - one of the fundamental steps in the processing of
biomechanical data. I have said nothing about nonlinear
filters, nor have I mentioned the Sampling Theorem and
digital transform theory which allow us to move between
the time and frequency domains. Also, the actual design
of digital filters is another interesting and important topic,
although there are now many signal processing packages
which relieve us from much of the drudgery of digital filter design and testing. Some noteworthy examples are the
signal processing tools available with MatLab and Mathematica. And when you have nothing better to do, read a
book on digital signal processing one of my favorites is
Boaz Porat's A Course in Digital Signal Processing - it has
c>u£,.,.urhinrr you
wanted to know about
filters (including MatLab code for almost every algorithm
described) and even more.
r have written a somewhat complex but efficient PASCAL program for digital filtering that is available via FTP
.ki.
This is
rather general FIR smoother package (uses Kaiser window
function) that allows the user to specify: sample rate, critical frequencies, attenuations in stopbands and passbands,
and boundary "conditions (data extensions at the ends).
And remember
Choose your
filters can
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